Essentially, 3D computed tomography (CT) image should be obtained from huge data (raysum) set from multiple views and multiple projections. Due to mechanical limitation, a compromise between fast scanning process and quick data sampling has to be considered. This paper presents our approach on performing the fast scanning process and quick data sampling in order to obtained good CT image with acceptable criteria. A set of nice results were presented.
INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) is a daunting process, time consuming and consist of complicated process 1 . It is also hazardous when using nuclear radiation such as x-ray and gamma ray. Therefore, many attempts have been carried out to cope with those problems 2 . As the process is time consuming, many procedures related with the process have been set to run automatically. Those are assisted by complex instruments, specific mechanical arrangement for certain purpose, high performance computer system, and complex algorithms 3, 4 .
People have tried to shorten the process so that it is less time consuming. This can be done by a number of ways [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this paper, terms of fast scanning and quick sampling are introduced. Fast scanning is effort to make the scanning system mechanically runs fast for certain target and purpose of inspection. The presentation of CT generation from first generation CT to fifth generation CT, and then jumped to helical scanning showed such effort 1 . This mechanical approach is inevitably makes the mechanical body of CT system become more complex. Fast scanning is also can be reached by increasing the radiation intensity. High radiation intensity may reduce the time scanning significantly. The increase on the radiation intensity may decrease the noise level as the quantum noise can be easily compensated. However, this approach provides tradeoff between time and radiation hazardous level. This approach leads to increasing hazardous radiation to the body or patient in medical application 2 . High intensity radiation also increases our concern on radiation protection and safety management.
Many efforts have been invested for pursuing a quick sampling scheme in CT to shorten the CT process 8 . There are two situations that make this approach make sense. First, some CT scanning needs many data that has to be acquired intensively and extensively. Medical CT scanner is a typical CT scanning that needs as many as possible data to ensure the CT image resulted after is diagnostically correct for medical purpose. Second, some CT scanning has to be realistic since there is no much access to perform CT scanning completely. This may be due to limited view or due to some obstacles that make the scanning is unable to be performed completely 9, 10 . For each situation, different kinds of assumptions and simplifications may be adopted. There are different algorithms can be applied. At last, many strategies in image sampling, preprocessing data 11 and image reconstruction may be applied.
This paper described the way to do quick sampling for CT Scanning. This is a part of our long term study and pursue on the existence of a fast and quick 3D CT scanner. This approach leads to reduction on data set, radiation effect, time consumptions and power requirement.
METHOD
An x-ray micro-Computed Tomography (x-ray CT) system was developed at the Department of Physics, Gadjah Mada University. The system is described in Figure 1 . It comprises of an x-ray source of Molybdenum target, a rotating object stage that can be rotated with a step of 1 o by rotating interface controlled by a PC and an image converter kit that can provide fluorescence images of the object being inspected. Once the object being inspected is put on the stage and the xray generator is operated, the fluoroscopy image is appeared inside the image converter. The image is then captured by a CCD camera. As the camera is coupled with a video grabber, then any image can be transferred digitally into the PC. The images from different angle are transferred into a PC as a collection of multiple radiographs from different angle depend on its angular step.
The raw data for this system is a set of multiple radiographs from different angle. For every radiograph we may define it the radiography projection of the object from a certain angle of view. Each row of data, along horizontal line is considered as a projection of a cross-section of the object. The CT purpose is to reconstruct the cross-section of the object in order to reveal the exact position and the size of the element or details within the object. In the Figure 2a , black spots represent real data set collected in experiment, while the white (empty) spots are artificial data set. Due to the shift of CoR, the collected data set can be rearranged following a pattern as depicted in Figure 2b . This arrangement is later call as hexagonal sampling or interlaced sampled data set. Under this approach, a missing data set should be recovered. Therefore simple interpolation scheme is implemented to fill the missing data set without doing rescanning procedure. After the interpolation, a complete data set will be doubled in comparison with the original data set. This arrangement is then effectively doubled the prospective CT image resolution.
After data rearrangement followed by simple data interpolation to fill the data gap, a CT image reconstruction strategy can be applied. A formal summation convolution filtered back projection (SCFBP) can be used. And to simplify the process, an SCFBP parallel first generation approach can be applied by considering that the micro-radiographs being collected is obtained using x-rays that considered to be parallel beam. This assumption and strategy implementation make the process less complicated. In the next section, the quick sampling approach is demonstrated. Figure 2 . The quick sampling approach data plotting (left) and the data rearrangement (right). The missing (empty) data will be recovered.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A set of multiple radiographs of an object sample was obtained. Since the resolution of the CT image increases, then the details presentation can be performed better. Figure 5 (top) shows three slices among of 540 slices. Slices 45, 100 and 140 are carefully selected. The images showed better resolution as well as better details presentation achieved using the efficient quick sampling. The compared results are shown in Figure 5 (bottom). It is clear that the CT image resolution is less superior then the quick sampling approach. The superiority of the CT image from quick sampling method can be confirmed when a certain profile was compared. Figure 6 showed such superiority. Based on the profiles, better CT image can be developed by further image processing on the CT image resulted from this quick sampling in order to reduce the noise levels. 
CONCLUSIONS
The quick sampling scheme can be performed by doubling the scanning step interval within a scanning interval of 360 o . Through a shift on CoR relative to the original CoR, the data set can be rearranged to form hexagonal sampling data set or interlaced data set. Through simple interpolation scheme, higher data frequency can be developed. As a results, a better CT image that recovered high frequency details can be obtained. This quick sampling cut the radiation dose, the power consumption and the scanning time by half of formal approach.
In the future, by combination with fast scanning approach, a quick and fast 3D CT scanner may be easy to be developed with a formal simple mathematical formulation and image reconstruction approach, such as SCFBP method with parallel rays first generation approach.
